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Summary. Protocol synthesis is used to derive a protocol speciﬁcation, that is, the speciﬁcation of a set of
application components running in a distributed system
of networked computers, from a speciﬁcation of services
(called the service speciﬁcation) to be provided by the
distributed application to its users. Protocol synthesis
reduces design costs and errors by specifying the message exchanges between the application components, as
deﬁned by the protocol speciﬁcation. In general, maintaining such a distributed application involves applying
frequent minor modiﬁcations to the service speciﬁcation due to changes in the user requirements. Deriving
the protocol speciﬁcation after each modiﬁcation using
the existing synthesis methods is considered expensive
and time consuming. Moreover, we cannot identify what
changes we should make to the protocol speciﬁcation in
correspondence to the changes in the service speciﬁcation. In this paper, we present a new synthesis method
to re-synthesize only those parts of the protocol speciﬁcation that must be modiﬁed in order to satisfy the
changes in the service speciﬁcation. The method consists
of a set of simple rules that are applied to the protocol
speciﬁcation written in an extended Petri net model. An
application example is given along with some experimental results.
Key words: Distributed system, Protocol derivation,
Petri net

1 Introduction
Synthesis methods have been used (for surveys see [7,
8]) to derive an implementation level’s speciﬁcation of
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a distributed system (hereafter called protocol speciﬁcation) automatically from a given speciﬁcation of services to be provided by the distributed system to its
users (called service speciﬁcation). The service speciﬁcation is written as a program of a centralized system, and
does not contain any message exchange between diﬀerent
physical locations. However, the implementation level’s
speciﬁcation of the cooperating programs, called protocol entities (PE’s), includes the message exchanges between these entities. Therefore, protocol synthesis methods have been used to specify and derive such complex
message exchanges automatically in order to reduce the
design costs and errors that may occur when manual
methods are used.
A number of protocol synthesis strategies have been
described in the literature. The ﬁrst strategy aims at
implementing complex control-ﬂows using diﬀerent computational models such as CCS based models [5,6], LOTOS [10,11], Petri nets [16,17,20] and FSM/EFSM [12,
14]. The second strategy, [21–23,25–27], aims at satisfying the timing constraints speciﬁed by a given service
speciﬁcation in the derived protocol speciﬁcation. This
strategy deals with real-time distributed systems. The
last strategy, [9,13,18,19,24,28,29,31], deals with the
management of distributed resources such as ﬁles and
databases. The objective is to determine how the values
of these distributed resources are updated or exchanged
among PE’s for a given resource allocation.
Some methods in the last strategy, especially in our
previous research work [29], consider an eﬃcient implementation of a given service speciﬁcation by deriving the
corresponding protocol speciﬁcation with minimum communication costs and optimal allocation of resources.
This work considers an optimal resource allocation to
reduce the costs of message exchanges when we derive
protocol speciﬁcations. As an example, we considered a
software development process using a Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) environment. This
process is carried out cooperatively by multiple engineers
(developers, designers, managers and others). Each engi-
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neer has his/her own workstation (PE) and participates
in the development process using speciﬁc distributed resources (e.g. drafts, source codes, object codes, multimedia video and audio ﬁles, and others) which may be
placed on diﬀerent computers. Considering the need for
managing such a process in the distributed environment,
we describe the whole software development process (service speciﬁcation) and derive the set of all the engineers’
sub-processes (protocol speciﬁcation). We also determine
an optimal allocation of resources that would minimize
the communication costs (such as ﬁle transfer costs).
In realistic applications, maintaining such a system
involves modifying its speciﬁcation as a result of changes
of the user requirements. Moreover, developers usually
implement incrementally the given speciﬁcation. Synthesizing the whole system again after each minor modiﬁcation is considered expensive and time consuming, especially for large-scale distributed systems with large number of users distributed over multiple sites.
In this paper, we propose a new technique for system maintenance called protocol re-synthesis. For a given
service speciﬁcation S, its corresponding protocol speciﬁcation P and a modiﬁed service speciﬁcation S  , our
re-synthesis algorithm produces the changes in the protocol speciﬁcation ∆P corresponding to the changes ∆S
(= S − S) in the service speciﬁcation, and derives a
modiﬁed protocol speciﬁcation P  (= P + ∆P ) corresponding to S  . A computer supported cooperative software development process is used again as an example to
show that the method reduces the cost of deriving the
revised protocol speciﬁcation after each change in the
service speciﬁcation.
The primary goal of our approach is to save maintenance costs of distributed systems, and to provide a
way to specify requirement changes in a natural manner.
To this end, our re-synthesis algorithm decomposes the
changes ∆S into a sequence of atomic changes and sequentially applies their corresponding re-synthesis rules
to P to derive P  . Since each re-synthesis rule is designed
to modify as small a part of P as possible, ∆P can be
small and deriving P  is simple enough compared with
normal protocol synthesis methods, which often consume
much computational resources to derive P  directly from
S  . Moreover, in contrast to Ref. [32] that considers requirement changes at the protocol level (in one of the
protocol entities), our re-synthesis method is a servicebased approach.
In our previous work presented in [30], we have stated
the basic principle of our re-synthesis method where only
simple modiﬁcation cases are considered. In this paper,
the method has been considerably extended so that we
can deal with more realistic service modiﬁcations that
need changing the allocation of resources, insertion or
deletion of tasks and so on.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
examples of service speciﬁcations and protocol speciﬁcations. Section 3 describes the overview of our original protocol synthesis method. Based on this method,
we propose a re-synthesis method in Section 4. Some
application examples are given in Section 5. Section 6
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Fig. 1. Register values and token location before and after
ﬁring transition in PNR

concludes this paper and includes our insights for future
research.

2 Service specifications and protocol
specifications
2.1 Petri net model with registers
We use an extended Petri net model called Petri Net with
Registers (PNR in short) [18] to describe both service
speciﬁcations and protocol speciﬁcations of distributed
systems. In this model, the service access points between
the users and the system are modeled as gates, and the
variables used inside the system, such as databases and
ﬁles, are modeled as registers. Each transition t in a
P N R has a label C(t), E(t), S(t), where C(t) is a precondition (the ﬁring condition of t), E(t) is an I/O event
and S(t) is a set of assignment statements (which represent parallel updates of register values).
A transition t may ﬁre if (a) each of its input places
has a token, (b) the value of C(t) is true and (c) an
input value is given through the gate in E(t) if E(t) is
an input event. If t ﬁres, the corresponding I/O event is
executed, and the new values of registers are calculated
and substituted in parallel as deﬁned by S(t).
Consider, for example, transition t of Fig. 1(a) where
C(t) =“i > R”, E(t) =“G?i” and S(t) =“{R ← R  +
i, R ← R + R + i}”. Here, i denotes an input variable which holds an input value. The input value can
be referred to only in this transition t. R and R denote
registers which contain values, and their values may be
used and updated by all the transitions of the P N R.
This means that registers are treated like global variables. G is a gate, that is, a service access point (interaction point) between users and the system. Note that
“?” or “!” in E(t) indicate that E(t) is an input or output
event, respectively.
Assume that an integer of value 3 has been given
as input through gate G, and the current values of the
registers R and R are 1 and 2, respectively. In this case,
since the value of the pre-condition “i > R” is true, the
transition may ﬁre. If it ﬁres, event “G?i” is executed and
the input value 3 is assigned to the input variable i. Then
the assignments “R ← R + i” and “R ← R + R + i”
are executed in parallel. After the ﬁring, the tokens are
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Fig. 2. Service speciﬁcation and protocol speciﬁcation

moved, and the values of the registers R and R are 5
(= 2 + 3) and 6 (= 1 + 2 + 3), respectively (Fig. 1(b)).
Formally, an I/O event E(t) is one of the following
types: “G !exp”, “G ?i”, or “τ ”. “G !exp” is an output event, and it means that the value of the expression
“exp” is output through the gate G (all the arguments
in “exp” must be registers). “G ?i” is an input event and
it means that the value given through G is assigned to
the input variable “i”. The event “τ ” means that no external I/O event is associated with this transition. S(t)
is a set of assignment statements, each of which has the
form “R ← exp” where R is a register and exp is an
expression whose arguments may be the input variable
of E(t) or registers.
P N R is deﬁned as a tuple T ,P ,A,M0,G,R,I,C,E,
S,R0  where T, P, A, M0  is a Petri net, G is a set of
gates, R is a set of registers, and I is a set of input
variables. C, E and S deﬁne the labels of transitions as
explained above, and R 0 deﬁnes the initial values of the
registers.

2.2 Service speciﬁcations
At an abstract level, a distributed system is regarded
as a non-distributed system which provides services as
a single “virtual” machine. The number of actual PE’s
and communication channels between them are hidden.
A speciﬁcation of a distributed system at this level is
called a service speciﬁcation and denoted by Sspec in
this paper. Although the actual resources of a distributed
system may be located on diﬀerent physical machines,
called protocol entities, the service speciﬁcation, at this
level, considers only one virtual machine.

For better readability and understanding, hereafter,
we use the simple example of Sspec shown in Fig. 2(a).
A larger practical example is given in Section 5. Sspec
in Fig. 2(a) uses two gates Gin and Gout and two registers R and R . At the initial marking, one token is assigned to place P1 , and therefore T1 can ﬁre if an input
is given through Gin . When T1 ﬁres, the system updates
the values of the registers R and R simultaneously using
the current values of register R and the input i, respectively1 . Then T2 ﬁres, and the system outputs the updated values of R and R through gate Gout and returns
to the initial marking.
2.3 Protocol speciﬁcations
A distributed system may be considered as a communication system which consists of n protocol entities P E1 ,
P E2, ... and P E n . We assume a duplex and reliable communication channel between any pair of P E’s (P E i and
P Ej ). The P Ei and P Ej sides of the communication
channel are represented as gates gij and gji , respectively.
Moreover, we assume that all the registers and the gates
for communication with the users are allocated to certain
PE’s in the distributed system.
Two PE’s communicate with each other asynchronously by exchanging messages. A message is denoted by “M [list of values]” where “M ” is one of the
following three message types (α, β or γ) explained
later. We assume that if P Ei executes an output event
“gij !M [list of values]” on a transition, this message is
sent through gate gij to the peer protocol entity P Ej .
1

At the ﬁrst ﬁring of T1 , the initial value of R is used to
update R.
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On reception, it is written into P Ej ’s receive buﬀer. If
P Ej executes an input event “gji?w” with pre-condition
“ID(w) == M ” on a transition, P Ej removes the received message from its buﬀer and the message is kept
in the input variable w. Note that the i-th value of the
list included in the received message w will be denoted
by #i(w).
In order to implement a distributed system which
consists of n PE’s, we must specify the behavior of these
PE’s. A behavior speciﬁcation of P Ek is called a protocol entity speciﬁcation and denoted by P speck . A set of
n protocol entity speciﬁcations is called a protocol speciﬁcation and denoted as P spec1..n . We need a protocol
speciﬁcation in order to implement a given service speciﬁcation.
Let us assume that there are two PE’s (P E1 and
P E2 ) in order to implement the service speciﬁcation of
Fig. 2(a). We also assume that P E 1 has both user gates
Gin and Gout and register R, while P E2 has register R .
Fig. 2(b) shows an example of P spec1..2 which provides
the services of Fig. 2(a), based on the above allocation
of resources. Note that some additional registers, called
temporary registers, are used in this protocol speciﬁcation to temporary keep values received in messages. If
P Ei receives the value of register R from some other
PE via a message, we assume a temporary register “ R”
(represented as a dotted box in the ﬁgure) to keep the
value on P Ei . In Fig. 2(b), for simplicity of notations,
both g12 and g21 are denoted as g, and internal events
“τ ”, pre-conditions “true” and empty sets of assignment
statements are omitted.
According to the protocol speciﬁcation of Fig. 2(b)
and its corresponding timing charts in Fig. 3, P E 1 ﬁrst
receives an input through Gin and checks the values of
the ﬁring condition C(T1 ) on t1a . Since it is always true,
P E1 executes E(T1 ) on t1a and keeps the received input

i in the temporary register i. Then it sends a message
“α” during transition t 1b in order to ask P E2 to send
the current value of R which is necessary to update the
value of R. P E 2 receives the message during transition
t1i and sends a message “β[R ]” during transition t 1j .
P E1 receives the message during t1c and now knows the
value of R  . In parallel with the sending of the α-message,
P E1 sends the message “β[ i]” during t1d thereby sending the value of the input “i” to P E 2. P E2 receives the
message during t1k and now knows the value of the input. After sending/receiving the β-messages, P E1 and
P E2 know that now they can execute S(T1 ) using the
received values. They independently execute “R ← R ”
and “R ← i” during the transitions t1e and t1l , respectively. After the ﬁring of t1e and t1l , the system is
in a state where the service speciﬁcation should check
whether transition T2 would be executed. For that purpose, P E2 sends a message “γ[R ]” in order to send the
(updated) value of R and let P E1 know that the execution of “R  ← i” had been completed. When receiving
the γ-message, P E1 is ready to start the execution of
T2 . After executing E(T2 ) on t2a , both P E1 and P E2
are back in their initial markings.
As shown in the above example, two PE’s cooperate
with each other in order to provide the same event sequences (including values) at the user gates Gin and Gout
as speciﬁed in Sspec. Moreover, our synthesis method described below guarantees that the values of a register in
Sspec and P spec1..2 are identical and the buﬀers of all
the communication channels are empty at corresponding markings. For example, the marking of Sspec where
place P2 has a token and the marking of P spec1..2 where
place P1 of P E 1 and place “P1 + P2 ” of P E 2 have tokens are such corresponding markings. This is because
our implementation never starts the execution of a transition unless the execution of all the previous transitions
have been completed, and it allows us to easily keep consistency between Sspec and P spec1..2 . It also allows us
to use receive buﬀers of ﬁnite capacity for the communication channels, since we can determine the maximum
number of messages that may be in transmit between
any pair of protocol entities.
3 Synthesis overview
We have presented in our previous work, especially in
[29], the protocol synthesis method which is the basis
for and thus highly relevant to the re-synthesis method
presented in this paper. In order for the complete understanding of the re-synthesis method with the conviction of correctness, it is important to present our synthesis method designed to be suitable to the re-synthesis
method.
The synthesis method derives a protocol speciﬁcation
from a given service speciﬁcation and is based on a set
of synthesis rules that specify how to execute each transition T = C(T ), E(T ), S(T ) of the service speciﬁcation
by the corresponding PE’s in the protocol speciﬁcation.
Based on these rules, the behavior of all PE’s and an
optimal allocation of resources (registers and user gates)
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Table 1. Notation
Notation
C(T ), E(T ), S(T )
P Estart(T )
P Esubst(T )
P Estart(T • •)

pre-condition, event and set of assignment statements of T
the PE where the gate used in E(T )
is located
the set of those PE’s that contain a
register updated by S(T )
the set of the PE’s that start the execution of the next transitions after
T 
(i.e. T  ∈T •• P Estart(T  ) where T •
• is the set of the next transitions
after T )

for minimum communication costs can be determined.
This leads to the speciﬁcations of all the PE’s (protocol
entity speciﬁcations) written in the same PNR model
formalism.
3.1 Synthesis rules
For executing a transition T = C(T ), E(T ), S(T ) of the
service speciﬁcation by a set of transitions of the PE’s
in the protocol speciﬁcation, we use the following algorithm. Fig. 4 shows how our algorithm is applied to transition T1 of Sspec of Fig. 2(a). Note that the notation
used in the following algorithm is summarized in Table
1.
• The PE that has the gate G used in E(T ) (which we
denote by P Estart(T )) decides to start the execution
of T by checking the value of the pre-condition C(T ).
If it is true, P Estart(T ) executes the event E(T ).
In Fig. 4, P Estart(T 1 ) is P E1 since P E1 has gate
Gin . P E1 checks the value of C(T1 )=“true” (always true) and then executes E(T1 )=“Gin ?i”.
• Then, P Estart(T ) sends synchronization messages
called α-messages to those PE’s that have the registers used to execute the assignment statements in
S(T ). On reception, those PE’s send the register values to the PE’s that execute assignment statements
whose expressions require those register values. Note
that α-messages are also sent to some other PE’s.
This is explained later.
In Fig. 4, we assume that “R ← R  ” and “R ← i”
are executed by P E1 and P E2 respectively, since
P E1 has R and P E2 has R (see Section 3.2 for the
discussion of this allocation problem). For this execution, P E1 needs the value of R and P E2 needs
the value of i. Here, since P E1 does not have “R ”,
the value must be sent from P E2. An α-message is
sent from P Estart(T1 ) = P E1 to P E2 in order to
let P E2 send the value of R . Also, since P E2 does
not know the value of i, it must be sent from P E1
to P E2 . Here, since P E1 is itself P Estart(T1 ), it
knows the timing to send the value of “i” (just after
the execution of E(T1 )). Therefore no α-message is
sent from P E1 to itself.

5

• On the reception of an α-message, the PE sends the
values of registers to those PE’s that need those values for the execution of part of assignment statements in S(T ) (the set of these PE’s is denoted as
P Esubst(T )). These messages are called β-messages.
Using those register values, each PE in P Esubst(T )
executes the assignment statements. Note that if
a PE in P Esubst(T ) does not need any register
value for the execution of the assignment statements,
P Estart(T ) directly sends a β-message to the PE.
In the example of Fig. 4, we have P Esubst(T1 ) =
{P E1, P E2} since P E1 has register R and P E2 has
R . P E1 sends a β-message to P E2 with the value
of i, which is used by P E2 to execute “R ← i”.
Moreover, P E2 sends a β-message to P E1 with
the value of R , which is used by P E1 to execute
“R ← R  ”. Then P E1 and P E2 execute “R ← R ”
and “R ← i”, respectively.
• After all assignment statements in S(T ) are executed,
each PE in P Esubst(T ) sends so-called γ-messages
to those PE’s that will start the execution of the
next transitions. The set of those PE’s is denoted
as P Estart(T • •). These messages conﬁrm the completion of the assignment statements and also contain
the values of registers necessary to start the execution
of next transitions. Note that the PE’s that do not
belong to P Esubst(T ) may also need to send some
values of registers to the PE’s in P Estart(T • •).
These values are also sent as γ-messages. In this case,
α-messsages are sent to these PE’s to initiate the
sending of γ-messages.
In our example, P E 2 sends a γ-message to
P Estart(T1 • •) = {P E1 }. P E 1 then knows the
value of R  and the fact that the execution of S(T1 )
on P E2 has been completed.
The above algorithm is presented as a set of rules
called synthesis rules (see Appendix A). The synthesis
rules are classiﬁed into action rules and message rules.
The action rules specify which PE’s should check the precondition, execute the I/O event and assignment statements of T . The message rules specify which PE’s should
exchange messages. The contents and types of these messages are also speciﬁed.
Consequently, three types of messages are exchanged
for the execution of a transition T :
• α-messages are sent from the PE that starts the
execution of T (i.e. P Estart(T )) to the PE’s that
send β-messages (and PE’s that send γ-messages and
are not in P Esubst(T )). Their reception leads to
the sending of β-messages and/or γ-messages. An αmessage does not contain any register value.
• β-messages are sent from PE’s that have registers to
be used to execute assignment statements of S(T ), to
those PE’s that execute these assignment statements.
The latter PE’s form the set P Esubst(T ). Note that
for the PE’s that need no register values for the execution of the assignment statements, β-messages are
sent from P Estart(T ) for synchronization. The reception of β-messages leads to the execution of the
assignment statements.
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Fig. 4. Applying synthesis rules to T1

• γ-messages are sent from the PE’s in P Esubst(T )
and PE’s that have registers to be used to
check/execute C(T  )/E(T  ) to PE’s in P Estart(T ••),
where T  is a next transition after T . They let the
PE’s in P Estart(T • •) know the values of registers
required for C(T  )/E(T  ) and the timing for executing
the next transition.
Our synthesis method assumes that the Petri net of
the service speciﬁcation is a live and safe free-choice
net[1,2]. A free-choice net is a sub-class of Petri nets
which has simple choice structures. It is known that a
live and safe free-choice net can be decomposed into a
set of ﬁnite state machines [1,2] and this property is
used in our algorithm. In addition, we assume that for
two transitions T and T  of Sspec in a choice structure,
P Estart(T ) = P Estart(T  ) (i.e. the gates in E(T ) and
E(T  ) are allocated to the same PE). This guarantees
that a single PE makes the decision to select the next
transition in the choice structure. Otherwise an agreement would be needed among several PE’s to make this
decision. This would be done by implementing a leader
election algorithm as the one shown in [4]. Finally, it
is assumed that for two transitions T and T  of Sspec
that may be executed in parallel, there is no register
that is updated by one and referred or also updated by
another. This assumption is used to prevent the inconsistency that may result in having multiple accesses to
the same register. This assumption may also be relaxed
by implementing a mutual exclusion algorithm (see for
instance [4]).

3.2 Optimal resource allocation for minimum
communication costs
The above synthesis rules assume that an allocation of
user gates and registers to PE’s is given. However, the
communication costs (especially the number of messages)
depend on this allocation. Therefore we may carefully

design this allocation in order to minimize the communication costs.
As a simple example, let us consider the timing charts
in Fig. 5(b). This chart is the same as in Fig. 4 and obtained when R and R are allocated to P E1 and P E2 ,
respectively. If we use another allocation where both R
and R are allocated to P E2 , we obtain a diﬀerent protocol speciﬁcation whose timing chart is shown in Fig.
5(c). We note that the allocation of the user gates are
usually ﬁxed by the nature of the application, and therefore cannot be changed freely. These examples show that
the resource allocation aﬀects the communication costs
of the protocol speciﬁcations and that it is not easy to
ﬁnd an optimal allocation, given the complex message
exchanges between the PE’s.
We can formulate this optimal resource allocation
problem as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem. For this purpose, we introduce 0-1 integer (boolean)
variables, which represent the fact that (a) a message (of
type α, β or γ) is sent from one PE to another, (b) a message contains the value of a given register, or (c) a user
gate or a register is allocated to a given PE. For example,
a 0-1 integer variable “α xi,j ” is introduced for P Ei , P Ej
and transition Tx of Sspec, whose value is one iﬀ an αmessage is sent from P Ei to P Ej during the execution
of transition Tx , otherwise zero. A 0-1 integer variable
“ALCi (Rw )” is introduced for register Rw and entity
P Ei , whose value is one iﬀ register Rw is allocated to
P Ei , otherwise zero.
Using these variables, we deﬁne an objective function
that minimizes the communication cost (e.g. the number
of messages) and linear inequalities that represent the
x
synthesis rules. For example, an inequality αxi,j ≥ βj,k
x
represents the fact that if the value of βj,k is one, the
value of α xi,j must be one, which corresponds to the synthesis rule “a PE that sends β-messages must receive an
α-message”. Then an optimal resource allocation is obtained as the solution of the ILP problem. Note that a
general ILP problem is known to be a hard problem of
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Fig. 5. Two protocol speciﬁcations: they provide the same service as the service speciﬁcation, however their resource allocations
are diﬀerent

exponential complexity, and therefore a solution to our
optimization problem is not readily available for largescale systems in terms of the numbers of transition, resources and PE’s. There are some possibilities to tackle
this complexity: (i) we may adopt partially ﬁxed allocations to reduce the computation time. If the sizes of the
values of some registers are small enough and these registers are rarely accessed, ﬁxing their allocation may not
cause signiﬁcant performance degradation. (ii) We may
use heuristic algorithms, for instance genetic algorithms
as in [28]. This is part of our future work.
We note that diﬀerent optimization criteria may be
considered by adopting corresponding objective functions.
Instead of considering the number of messages, we may
also consider the size and/or the cost of sending messages
over particular communication channels. The reader may
refer to [29] for the details of the problem formulation
and cost criteria.

3.3 Synthesis of protocol speciﬁcations
We derive a protocol speciﬁcation using the following
three steps.
[Step1] Based on the synthesis rules, a set of actions
and message exchanges to be executed on each PE is
deﬁned for each transition T of Sspec. Then these actions and message exchanges are represented, for each
PE, as a set of transitions where two transitions are connected through a place if a temporal ordering between
the transitions is speciﬁed in the synthesis rules (e.g. an
α-message must be received before the corresponding βmessages are sent). As a result, for each transition T in
Sspec, a set of sub-PNR’s SP net1 (T ), ..., SP net n (T )

are produced for the n protocol entities. For example,
for transition T1 of Sspec in Fig.2(a), SP net 1 (T1 ) consists of t1a ,...,t 1f , and SP net2 (T1 ) consists of t1h ,...,t 1m
in Fig.2(b). Note that SP neti (T ) may be an empty net
in the case that P Ei has no action and no message exchange related to the execution of T . In this case, we
suppose that the sub-PNR has only a single ε-transition
with a label {true,“τ ”,{}} where τ is an internal event.
For example, SP net2 (T2 ) is an empty net and therefore
it only has one ε-transition.
[Step2] An intermediate protocol entity speciﬁcation
of P E i (denoted as P speci ) is derived by connecting all
sub-PNR’s SP neti (T ) in the same way as the transitions T are connected in Sspec. More speciﬁcally, P speci
is obtained using the net structure of Sspec, by replacing each T with the corresponding sub-PNR SP neti (T ).
Note that if SP neti (T ) has more than one head (or tail)
transition, an ε-transition is attached as its head (or tail)
transition so that the sub-PNR can be treated like a single transition. P spec2 is shown in Fig. 6(a).
[Step3] Finally, a protocol entity speciﬁcation of
P Ei (P speci ) is derived by removing ε-transitions from
P speci . The removing technique is based on the wellknown technique to remove ε-moves in ﬁnite automata.
In order to apply this technique to our PNR model containing parallel synchronization, we use the fact that a
live and safe free-choice net can be decomposed into a
set of live and safe ﬁnite state machines (FSM’s) [1,2].
This simpliﬁcation algorithm proceeds as follows. First,
for each ε-transition that has u input places and v output places, (LCM (u, v)/u)−1 copies of each input place
are produced and (LCM (u, v)/v) − 1 copies of each output place are produced, where LCM (u, v) is the least
common multiple of u and v. This replacement never
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Fig. 6. Removing ε-transitions in P spec2

changes the behavior of the net and shows that the number of FSM’s which synchronize on the ε-transition is
LCM (u, v). Then we split these FSM’s by splitting the
ε-transition and at this moment the ε-transition is no
longer a synchronization point. Then the ε-transition
is removed using the technique to remove ε-moves in
FSM’s. For example, in the intermediate speciﬁcation of
P E2 in Fig. 6(a), t 1h and t2b are ε-transitions. Here, t2b
can be easily removed by merging places P1 and P2 into
a single place “P1 + P2 ” as shown in Fig. 6(b). Then the
input place “P1 + P2 ” of the ε-transition t1h is copied
as shown in Fig. 6(c). This means that two FSM’s synchronize on t1h . Then t1h is split into two transitions
(Fig. 6(d)) and removed (Fig. 6(e)). Note that the speciﬁcation of Fig. 2(b) includes t 1h in order to make the
correspondence with the service speciﬁcation more direct.
4 Protocol re-synthesis
In this section, we present our new method for resynthesizing a protocol speciﬁcation. Given a service
speciﬁcation Sspec, a corresponding protocol speciﬁcation P spec1..n and modiﬁed service speciﬁcation (denoted by Sspec ), our method derives the corresponding
modiﬁed protocol speciﬁcation (denoted by P spec1..n )
by making changes to P spec1..n only as much as required
by the diﬀerence between Sspec and Sspec . The advantage of our re-synthesis method is to avoid the applications of the complete protocol synthesis algorithm for
each minor change of the requirements which frequently
occurs in software maintenance. Even in the case of a minor change on the service speciﬁcation, the application
of the protocol synthesis algorithm described in Section
3 may lead to a revised protocol speciﬁcation that is
diﬀerent from the original protocol speciﬁcation in very

many aspects and the resulting maintenance cost would
be high. With our re-synthesis method only the minimal
sequence of changes will be introduced to the protocol
speciﬁcation.
Requirement changes on service speciﬁcations may
generally be complex and of wide variety. In our resynthesis method, we present a technique to decompose
requirement changes into sequence of atomic changes,
and present re-synthesis rules for the atomic changes.
This approach allows us to treat a variety of requirement changes in a simple manner. Moreover, since the
re-synthesis rules are designed to modify as small a part
of the protocol speciﬁcations as possible, changes on the
protocol speciﬁcations will remain limited.
4.1 Atomic changes and re-synthesis rules
We consider the following four types of atomic changes
(AC1+ ), (AC2+ ), (AC3+ ) and (AC4+ ), and their corresponding re-synthesis rules (RS1+ ), (RS2+ ), (RS3+ ) and
(RS4+ ). As an example, we use the speciﬁcations Sspec
and P spec1..3 shown in Fig. 7(a) as timing charts.
Note that for each atomic change (ACi+ ), we also
deﬁne its “inverse” atomic change (ACi− ) and the corresponding re-synthesis rule (RSi− ). We note that since
re-synthesis rule (RSi− ) can be understood as the inverse of (RSi+ ), the detailed explanation is omitted in
this paper. For details, see the formal description of all
the atomic changes and re-synthesis rules given in Appendix B.
Atomic Change AC1+ : A PE (say P Ek ) becomes a new
member of P Esubst(T ).
As an example, let us assume that S(T ) =“{R ← 0}”
is modiﬁed to “{R ← 0, R  ← 0}” as shown in
Fig. 7(b). In this case, P E 3 must execute “R ← 0”
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Fig. 7. Atomic changes on Sspec and re-synthesized P spec1..3 : timing charts.

(since P E3 has R ), and thus P E3 is now a member
of P Esubst(T ). In general, P E k must know when
to execute S(T ) and then let some PE’s know when
to start the execution of the next transitions after
T . Therefore, in the corresponding re-synthesis rule
(RS1+ ), one additional β-message is sent to P Ek by
P Estart(T ). Moreover, γ-messages are sent by P Ek
to the PE’s that start the execution of the next transitions.
In the above example, a new β-message is sent to
P E3 by P E1 , and after the execution of “R ← 0” a
new γ-message is sent to P E1 by P E3 .
Atomic Change AC2+ : An additional register (say Rh )
is needed by a PE (say P Ek ) in order to execute
S(T ).
For example, assume that S(T ) =“{R ← 0}” is modiﬁed to “{R ← R  }” as shown in Fig. 7(c). In this
case, the value of R is now needed by P E2 to execute S(T ). In general, P Ek must receive the value
of Rh . Therefore, in the corresponding re-synthesis
rule (RS2+ ), if there exists already a β-message sent
to P Ek from a PE which has Rh , then the value of
Rh is included in this message. Otherwise, a new βmessage including the value of Rh will be sent to P Ek
by the PE that has Rh (in this case, some existing
β-messages may be removed). Note that adding this
new β-message may need a new α-message to be sent
from P Estart(T ) to the PE that sends the new βmessage in order to let this PE know when to send
the β-message.
In the example above, a new β-message including the
value of R  is sent from P E3 (and the existing βmessage from P E1 is removed since it has no role

now). Moreover, a new α-message sent from P E1 to
P E3 is added in order to let P E3 know when to send
the new β-message.
Atomic Change AC3+ : A PE (say P Em) becomes a new
member of P Estart(T • •), the set of PE’s that start
the next transitions after T :
For example, let us assume that a new transition T 
with E(T  ) = “G !null” is added as a next transition after T where G is allocated to P E 3 as shown
in Fig. 7(d). In this case, P E 3 is now a new member of P Estart(T • •). In general, the PE’s that execute S(T ) must let P Em know that the execution
of S(T ) had been completed. Therefore, in the corresponding re-synthesis rule (RS3+ ), new γ-messages
sent from those PE’s to P Em are added. If S(T ) is
empty, P Estart(T ) sends a new γ-message to P Em .
In the example above, a new γ-message sent from
P E2 to P E3 is added in order to let P E3 know that
the execution of S(T ) had been completed.
Atomic Change AC4+ : An additional register (say Rh )
is needed by a PE (say P Em ) to execute E(T  ) and/or
to check C(T  ) where T  is a next transition after T .
For example, assume that E(T  ) =“G!null” is modiﬁed to “G!R ” as shown in Fig. 7(e). In this case,
the value of R is needed by P E1 in order to execute E(T  ). In general, the value of Rh must be sent
to P Em. Therefore, in the corresponding re-synthesis
rule (RS4+ ), if there exists a γ-message sent to P Em
from the P Ej that has Rh , the value of Rh is included in the message. Otherwise, a new γ-message
including the value of R h is sent from P Ej to P Em
(in this case, some existing γ-messages may be removed). Note that adding this new γ-message may
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need an α-message sent from P Estart(T ) to P Ej in
order to let P Ej know when to send the γ-message,
in case that P Ej does not execute S(T ).
In the example above, a new γ-message including
the value of R is sent from P E3 which has R (the
existing γ-message is left since it has a role to let
P E1 know that the execution of S(T ) had been completed). Moreover, a new α-message is sent from P E1
to P E3 in order to let P E3 know when to send the
new γ-message.
According to the above re-synthesis rules, we can determine which messages or actions should be add/removed
or modiﬁed in the protocol speciﬁcation. Adding a new
message requires two new transitions that send and receive the message, while adding an action requires a single transition to be inserted. They are inserted so that
they satisfy the temporal relations between the existing
transitions, as speciﬁed in the synthesis rules. On the
other had, for removing an existing message sent from
P Ei to P Ej , the two transitions that send and receive
the message are replaced with ε-transitions and then removed. Removing an action can be done in a similar
way.
4.2 Decomposing service modiﬁcations into atomic
changes
In this section, we consider general changes in the service
speciﬁcation and discuss how they can be realized by a
sequence of atomic changes, as discussed above. If the
sequence of atomic changes is determined, we can then
apply the corresponding re-synthesis rules to the protocol speciﬁcation in the same sequence and thus obtain
the modiﬁed protocol speciﬁcation corresponding to the
modiﬁed service speciﬁcation.
We consider three types of general changes by which
(a) the nature of a transition in a service speciﬁcation is
changed (event, pre-condition or set of assignment statements), (b) a new transition is added or an existing transition is deleted in the service speciﬁcation, and (c) a
register allocation is changed.
(a) changing the nature of a transition: We assume that the event E(T ), pre-condition C(T ) and the
assignment statements S(T ) of T are changed. This modiﬁcation can be realized by the following atomic changes.
• For each transition T  preceding T , P Estart(T  •
•) may be changed if P Estart(T ) is changed from
P Em to P Em . (P Em may no longer be a member
of P Estart(T  • •) and P Em may be a new member
of P Estart(T  • •)). This is represented by atomic
changes (AC3− ) for the pair of P Em and T  , and
(AC3+ ) for the pair of P Em and T  .
• In addition, some registers (say Rh ) may no longer
be needed by P Em if P E m is no longer P Estart(T ).
Instead, some other registers (say Rh ) may now be
needed by P Em if P E m is now P Estart(T ). This
is represented by atomic changes (AC4− ) for the pair

of Rh and T  , and (AC4+ ) for the pair of Rh and T  ,
where T  is any transition preceding T .
• Since the set of registers updated in S(T ) may be
changed, some PE’s (say P Ek ) may no longer be
members of P Esubst(T ), and some other PE’s (say
P Ek  ) may be new members of P Esubst(T ). This is
represented by (AC1− ) for the pair of P Ek and T
and (AC1+ ) for the pair of P Ek  and T .
• In accordance, some registers (say Rh ) are no longer
needed by some P Ek to execute S(T ). Instead, some
other registers (say Rh ) are now needed by some
P Ek  to execute S(T ). This is represented by (AC2− )
for the pair of P E k and Rh , and (AC2+ ) for the pair
of P E k  and Rh .
(b) a transition is inserted or removed If a new
transition T is inserted in Sspec, we synthesize its corresponding sub-PNR’s according to the synthesis rules described in Section 3.1. Then we insert each sub-PNR of T
in the intermediate speciﬁcation of P Ek (P speck ), and
obtain P speck by removing ε-transitions from P speck .
On the other hand, if an existing transition T is removed
from Sspec, we replace each transition in sub-PNR’s of T
with ε-transitions and remove them. However, both cases
cause some additional modiﬁcations which are presented
by atomic changes as follows.
• Since the set of next transitions after T  may be
changed by the insertion/removal of T , where T  is
any transition preceding T , some PE’s (say P Em )
may no longer be members of P Estart(T  • •) and
some other PE’s (say P Em ) may become new members of P Estart(T  ••). This is represented by (AC3− )
for the pair of P E m and T  , and by (AC3+ ) for the
pair of P E m and T  .
• In accordance, some registers (say Rh ) may no longer
be used by some PE’s (say P Em ) and some other registers (say Rh ) may be used in addition by some PE’s
(say P Em ) to start the execution of the next transitions after T  . This is represented by (AC4− ) for the
P Em , Rh and T  , and by (AC4+ ) for the P Em , Rh
and T  .
Note that the assumptions made on Sspec as presented in Section 3.1 must also hold on the modiﬁed
Sspec, i.e., (a) the Petri net of the modiﬁed Sspec must
be a live and safe free-choice net, (b) only one PE is involved in the decision to select the next transition in any
choice structure, and (c) two parallel transitions of the
modiﬁed Sspec must not refer/update the value of the
same register. For (a), a set of rules is presented in [1,
2] to transform a free-choice net keeping its liveness and
safeness properties. We assume that users follow these
rules for the insertion/deletion of transitions to/from service speciﬁcations. Checking (b) is trivial and (c) can be
checked easily using the decompositionality of live and
safe free-choice net.
(c) the register allocation is changed Our synthesis
method allows copies of a single register to be allocated
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Fig. 8. Modeling the ISPW-6 core problem

to multiple PE’s. In our synthesis method, the values of
all these copies on diﬀerent PE’s are updated to keep a
consistent state. This idea is very useful in some application areas. For example, in distributed databases, adding
copies of an existing register to some PE’s increases the
robustness to faults, balances the load, and may reduce
the communication costs.
Now we assume that an existing register Rh , already
allocated to some PE(s), is now to be allocated to an additional PE (say P E k ). This causes the following changes.

• For each transition T which has an assignment statement in S(T ) that updates Rh , P Ek becomes a new
member of P Esubst(T ). This is represented by (AC1+ )
for the transition T .
• For the same P Ek , some registers (say Rq ) are needed
to execute S(T ). This is represented by (AC2+ ) for
the pair of Rq and T .
• The value of Rh needs no longer be transferred to
P Ek since now P Ek has its own copy of Rh . This is
represented by (AC2− ) and (AC4− ) for the transition
T where Rh is used.

On the other hand, if register Rh allocated to more than
one PE is removed from one of them, the opposite occurrence of the above case is applied.
We note that sometimes one may want to change the
allocation of a register R h from one PE (say P Ex) to
another PE (say P Ey ). This modiﬁcation may be obtained by ﬁrst allocating R h to P Ey and then removing
Rh from P E x.
5 Experimental results
5.1 Modeling the ISPW-6 example
Protocol synthesis methods have been applied to many
applications such as communication protocols, factory
manufacturing systems [16], distributed cooperative work
management [15] and so on.
We apply our synthesis and re-synthesis methods to
the distributed development of software that involves ﬁve
engineers (project manager, quality assurance, design,
and two software engineers). Each engineer has his/her
own machine connected through a network, and participates in the development through a gate (interfaces) of
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Table 2. Optimal allocation of resources for engineers’ machines
Gate
Register

P Emng
MNG
Rdcs
(Rcode is added
in case 4)

P Ede
DE
Rreq
Rdesign
Rdesign f b
Rcode Rtest f b
Robject

P Ese1
SE1
(Rcode2 is added
in case 1)

this machine, using distributed resources placed on this
machine. This distributed development process includes
tasks for scheduling and assigning tasks, design modiﬁcation, design review, code modiﬁcation, test plan modiﬁcation, modiﬁcation of unit test packages, unit testing,
and progress monitoring. The engineers cooperate with
each other to ﬁnish these sub-sequential tasks in a suitable order. The reader may refer to ISPW-6 Core Problem [33] for a complete description of this process, which
was provided as an example to help the understanding
and comparison of various approaches to process modeling.
Fig. 8 shows a workﬂow model of the above development process using PNR, where the engineers and resources needed to accomplish the tasks are indicated. We
note that for convenience, we do not show the progress
monitoring tasks in Fig. 8.

5.2 Experimental results
We regard this workﬂow as the service speciﬁcation, and
we derived the corresponding protocol speciﬁcation according to the synthesis method described in Section 3
using the tool described in [29]. The tool lp solve[34]
was used to solve the ILP problem to determine the optimal allocation of resources as described in Section 3.2.
The resulting allocation is shown in Table 2. The derived protocol speciﬁcation includes 29 messages and is
not included here due to space limitations.
In this section, we show the eﬀectiveness of our resynthesis method by comparing the time it takes to derive the complete protocol speciﬁcation again after each
minor modiﬁcation with the time it takes to re-synthesize
a modiﬁed protocol speciﬁcation.
We consider the following three cases, each corresponding to one of the general changes described in Section 4.2.

Case1: QA needs to read the present design to modify
the test plans. For this purpose, the value of Rdesign is
emitted to QA in transition T21 .

P Ese2
SE2
(Runittest2
is
added in case 2)

P Eqa
QA
Rrvw de Rdcs de
Rrvw se1
Rdcs se1
Rrvw se2
Rdcs se2
Rrvw qa
Rdcs qa
Rcode
Robject
Rtestplan
Runittest
Rtestresult
Ralc qa Rals de

Case2: MNG needs to check the test feedback (register Rtest f b ) before it is shown to DE (that is, between
the execution of T31 and T19 ) in order to know how DE
and QA proceed the code development process. For this
purpose, a new transition T35 is added between T31 and
T19 where the value of Rtest f b is emitted to MNG.
Case3: For resource accessibility, robustness against storage faults (or failure of machine), and reduction of communication costs, the source code Rcode is duplicated and
a new copy is placed on MNG’s machine.
After each case, we have used the program developed
in [29] to measure the time (in seconds) to synthesize
from scratch a new protocol speciﬁcation. Moreover, we
have also measured the time to re-synthesize a modiﬁed protocol speciﬁcation using a program that we have
developed for this purpose. Both programs are written
in perl, and the experiments have been performed on a
Linux PC (with an Athlon 750 MHz CPU and 256MB
memory).
Table 3(a) shows synthesis/re-synthesis times and
the number of messages (mes) in the synthesized/resynthesized protocol speciﬁcations for the above three
cases. The reader can clearly see that the re-synthesis
time is much less than that of a complete synthesis. This
is mainly due to the fact that by using the re-synthesis
rules, we do not have to re-derive the whole protocol
speciﬁcation. Moreover, we do not re-optimize the number of messages sent between diﬀerent PE’s. Nevertheless, the resulting protocol speciﬁcations still have optimal or near-optimal solutions as shown in Table 3(a).
We also consider the following two cases, each of
which consists of more than one general change.
Case4: A second version of the source code (register
Rcode2) is placed on the machine of the software engineer
1 (SE1), and the design engineer (DE) modiﬁes and compiles it as well as Rcode , in “Modify Code” (transitions
T19 and T20 ). This modiﬁcation is treated as two general
changes of type (a) on T19 and T20 . The general change
on T19 changes the set of registers used to start the execution of the succeeding transitions of T18 and T31 and
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Table 3. Experimental results
Case

Changes on Sspec

(a) each case consists of a single general change on Sspec
Re-synthesis Rules

1

The label of T21 is modiﬁed (a change of type (a)).
E  (T21 ) =“QA!Rreq , Rdesign , Rtestplan ”

2

T35 is inserted between T31 and T19 (a change of type (b)).
E(T35 ) =“M N G!Rtest f b ”

3

Case
4

5

(RS4+ ) for T1 is applied.

Sub-PNR’s for T35 are
synthesized.
(RS4− ) for T31 , (RS4− )
for T31 , (RS3− ) for T31
and (RS3+ ) for T31 are
applied.
Rcode is also placed on P Emng (a change of type (c)).
(RS1+ ) and (RS2+ ) for
T20 are applied.
(b) each case consists of multiple (general) changes on Sspec
Changes on Sspec
Re-synthesis Rules
The labels of T19 and T20 are modiﬁed
(two changes of type (a)).
E  (T19 ) =“DE!Rcode , Rcode2 , Rdesign , Rtest f b ”
E  (T20 ) =“DE?mcd, mcd2”
S  (T20 ) =“[Rcode ← mcd, Rcode2 ← mcd2,
Robject ← compiled(mcd, mcd2)]”
The labels of T23 , T24 and T25 are modiﬁed
(three changes of type (a)).
E  (T23 ) =“QA!Rtestplan , Runittest , Runittest2 ,
Rdesign , Rtest f b ”
E  (T24 ) =“QA?utp, utp2”
S  (T24 ) =“[Runittest ← utp, Runittest2 ← utp2]”
S  (T25 ) =“[Rtestplan ← Run(Runittest , Runittest2 , Robject )]”

the general change on T20 changes P Esubst(T20 ) and the
set of registers used to execute S(T20 ) on P Ede.
Case5: An additional new unit test (register Runittest2 )
is placed on the machine of the software engineer 2 (SE2),
and the QA engineer (QA) modiﬁes it as well as Runittest,
in “Modify Test Unit Package” (T23 and T24 ). Moreover,
an additional test is done using the unit test in “Test
Unit” (T25 ).
Table 3(b) shows the experimental results for the
above two cases. The re-synthesis time is still much less
than the time for a complete synthesis. Regarding the
number of messages, since the present (thus ﬁxed) allocation is used in the re-synthesis method, some deviation
from the optimal solution is found for these cases. However, a closer look at the protocol speciﬁcation obtained
by synthesis from the modiﬁed service speciﬁcation indicates that the structure of this protocol speciﬁcation
is quite diﬀerent from the original protocol speciﬁcation,
which is due to several changes in the register allocation
which, in turn, is due to the re-optimization of the resource allocation as described in Section 3.2. We think
that this results is a much larger maintenance cost as
compared with the re-synthesized protocol speciﬁcation
which has a structure similar to the original one.
Note that, as shown above, there exists a tradeoﬀ between the optimality and maintenance cost. Re-

(RS4+ ) for T18 , (RS4+ )
for T31 , (RS1+ ) for
T20 , (RS2+ ) for T20
and (RS2+ ) for T20 are
applied.
(RS4+ ) for T22 , (RS4+ )
for T31 , (RS4+ ) for T32 ,
(RS1+ ) for T24 , (RS2+ )
for T24 and (RS2+ ) for
T25 are applied.

Re-synth.
Synth.
time mes. time mes.
4s
29
520s 29
24s

31

840s 31

14s

31

520s 29

Re-synth.
Synth.
time mes. time mes.
29s 35
507s 29

35s

39

742s 30

optimization of the resource allocation may be applied
after several applications of re-synthesis, as the need
arises depending on each application’s cost criteria [29].
6 Conclusion
We have proposed a synthesis method to derive a protocol speciﬁcation of a distributed system from a given
service speciﬁcation. The method involves the optimization of register (storage) allocation that minimizes communication costs of the distributed system. We have also
proposed a method to re-synthesize the modiﬁed protocol speciﬁcation when some changes of the user requirements have given rise to a modiﬁed service speciﬁcation.
The method consists of a set of simple rules that are applied to the original protocol speciﬁcation. The rules correspond to the changes in the service speciﬁcation, and
are designed to modify only small parts of the protocol
speciﬁcation. Therefore, the resulting modiﬁcations on
the protocol speciﬁcation are small compared with the
changes that result from the application of the normal
protocol synthesis method on the modiﬁed service speciﬁcation. The experimental results have shown that our
re-synthesis method could save the maintenance costs,
compared with the normal synthesis method.
We are planning to develop an integrated development environment for distributed systems, including tool support for specifying requirements of service
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(service speciﬁcations) through a graphical interface,
synthesizing/re-synthesizing protocol speciﬁcations, and
Java code generation from the protocol speciﬁcations.
This is part of our future work.
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Appendix A: Synthesis rules
[action rules]
(SA1) P Ei that has the gate G used in E(T ) checks that
(1) the value of C(T ) is true,
(2) the execution of the previous transitions of T is
completed
(3) an input has been given through G, if E(T ) is an
input event.
Then P Ei executes E(T ). This P Ei is denoted
P Estart(T ).
(SA2) After (SA1 ), each PE (say P Ek ) executes the subset of the assignment statements of S(T ) that update the registers allocated to P Ek . The set of these
PE’s is denoted by P Esubst(T ). These assignment
statements are executed when the corresponding βmessages are received (see below).
[message rules]
(SM α) After (SA1 ), P Estart(T ) only sends α-messages.
The PE’s to which α-messages are sent are determined in (SM β3 ) and (SM γ3 ).
(SM β1 ) Each P Ek ∈ P Esubst(T ) must receive at least
one β-message from some PE’s (each called P Ej ) in
order to know the timing to execute S(T ). This message also lets P Ek know the values of registers used
in S(T ) (see (SM β2 )).
(SM β2 ) For each register Rh that is used to execute
S(T ) by P Ek , P Ek must receive its value through
a β-message if Rh is not allocated to P E k .
(SM β3 ) Each P Ej that sends a β-message to P Ek ∈
P Esubst(T ) knows the timing to send the message
by receiving an α-message from P Estart(T ) unless
P Ej is P Estart(T ).
(SM γ1) Each P Em ∈ P Estart(T • •), where T • • is the
set of the next transitions after T , must receive a γmessage from each P Ek ∈ P Esubst(T ) after (SA2 ).
This lets P Em know that the execution of S(T ) had
been completed on P Ek . If P Esubst(T ) is empty,
P Em must receive at least one γ-message from any
PE in order to know that the execution of T had been
completed. γ-messages also let P Em know the values
of registers used in the pre-conditions and/or events
of next transitions (see (SM γ3 )).
(SM γ2) For each register Rh used by P Em to start the
execution of the next transitions of T , P Em must
receive its value through a γ-message if Rh is not
allocated to P E m .
(SM γ3) Each P El that sends a γ-message to P Em ∈
P Estart(T ••) must be in P Esubst(T ) (see (SM γ1 )),
must receive an α-message from P Estart(T ) or must
be P Estart(T ), in order to know the timing to send
the γ-message to P Em .
Appendix B: Re-synthesis rules
P Esubst(T ) has been changed:
(AC1+) P Esubst(T ) = P Esubst(T ) ∪ {P Ek }
(RS1+ ) Add a β-message sent from P Ei = P Estart(T )
to P Ek in order to let P Ek know the timing to execute S(T ). Also add γ-messages sent from P Ek to
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∀P Em ∈ P Estart(T • •) in order to let P Em know
that the execution of S(T ) on P Ek had been completed.
(AC1− ) P Esubst(T ) = P Esubst(T ) \ {P Ek }
(RS1− ) Delete the β-messages sent to P Ek since P Ek
no longer executes S(T ). Also delete the γ-messages
which include no value sent from P Ek . Finally, if at
least one γ-message from P Ek still exists, add an αmessage from P Ei to P Ek .
Rsubstk (T ) has been changed: (Rsubst k (T )
is
the set of registers used to execute S(T ) on P Ek )
(AC2+ ) Rsubstk (T ) = Rsubstk (T ) ∪ {Rh }
(RS2+ ) Include the value of Rh in one of the existing
β-messages sent from P Ej which has Rh to P Ek ,
since P Ek needs the value of Rh for the execution of
S(T ). If such a message does not exist, add a new
β-message including the value of Rh , sent from P Ej
which has Rh to P Ek . Also add an α-message from
P Ei to P Ej (P Ei = P Estart(T ), i = j) if P Ej does
not receive an α-message.
(AC2− ) Rsubstk (T ) = Rsubstk (T ) \ {Rh }
(RS2− ) Exclude the value of Rh from the existing βmessages sent to P Ek , since P Ek no longer needs the
value of R h for the execution of S(T ). Then delete
each of the β-messages only if (a) it has no register value and (b) another β-message sent to P Ek
exists. Finally, delete the α-message sent to P Ej
(P Ei = P Estart(T )) only if there is no β-message
nor γ-message sent from P Ej .
P Estart(T • •) has been changed:
(AC3+ ) P Estart(T • •) = P Estart(T • •) ∪ {P E m}
(RS3+ ) Add γ-messages from P Ek to ∀P Ek ∈
P Esubst(T ), since P Em needs to know that the execution of S(T ) had been completed. If P Esubst(T )
is empty, add a γ-message sent from P Ei to P Em
where P Ei = P Estart(T ).
(AC3− ) P Estart(T • •) = P Estart(T • •) \ {P E m}
(RS3− ) Delete the existing γ-messages sent to P Em,
since P Em no longer needs to know that the execution of S(T ) had been completed.
Rstartm (T • •) has been changed: (Rstart m (T •
•) is the set of registers used by P Em to start the
execution of next transitions)
(AC4+ ) Rstartm (T • •) = Rstartm (T • •) ∪ {Rh}
(RS4+ ) Include the value of Rh in one of the existing γmessages sent from P El which has Rh to P Em , since
P Em needs the value of Rh for the execution of next
transitions of T . If such a message does not exist, add
a new γ-message including the value of Rh sent from
P El which has Rh to P Em . Also add an α-message
sent from P Ei = P Estart(T ) to P El if P E l does not
receive an α-message and P El ∈ P Esubst(Tx ).
(AC4− ) Rstartm (T • •) = Rstartm (T • •) \ {Rh}
(RS4− ) Exclude the value of Rh from γ-messages sent
to P Em since P Em no longer needs the value of Rh
for the execution of the next transitions of T . Then
delete each of the γ-messages sent to P Em only if (a)
it is sent from P El ∈ P Esubst(T ), (b) a γ-message
sent to P Em exists and (c) the γ-message has no
register value. Finally, delete the α-message sent to

P El only if there is no β-message nor γ-message sent
from P E l .

